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Slow Violence around Us

What is happening with environmental loss today is not the consequence of any rapid or impulsive
actions. It is an outcome of a series of slow violence, which happens everyday, everywhere,
quietly but toxically.
In contrast to the event-based disasters that gain most of the attention from the public, my practice
responds to the violence of delayed destruction Slow violence occurs gradually and out of sight, which
increases over time by inaction and delay. It is the delay I am focusing on, rather than the physical
consequences. (Nixon, 2011:19)

The project runs under two strengths: Quotidian Words & Personal Feelings
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Quotidian Words

In an age when the media venerate the spectacular, when the public follow the perceived issues and
when the government primarily respond to the immediate needs, what can I as an artist do to bring the
quiet, slow moving disasters into the world’s eyes?
In this strand, I centre on the violence od delayed destruction caused by quotidian words and
information. Every word, discourse and conversation in our daily life could be part of the slow violence,
which surrounds modern people everyday, everywhere quietly, but sometimes toxically. The strand
began with discourse by climate change deniers, then has gradually expanded to diverse issues.
Reflective practice writing only includes works in this strand.



Quotidian Words
Current Situation
Unfulfillment
Failure
Judgement

Oppression from Authorities
Inequality
Suppression
Brutality

01 Doubt is Our Product
02 The Violence of Slow Tides
03 Invisible Violence in a Week with Denial
04 How Far is the Distance between Me and the Rainforest?

05 What Year Was it?
06 Why were the Students (We) not in Class? 

07 PASSIVE VOICES
08 MESSIVE VOICES

09 Unknown Voices
10 Unfulfilled Voices

Climate Crisis
Climate Change Deniers
Problems of Media
Problematic Urban Life

Social Movement
Democratisation Movement
Student Protest

NEW NEW



Growing up as an isolated individual in a city makes me alienated and disconnected to it. By sharing
personal experience through art works, connections are built with audiences who have similar
experience, which arouse their attention to the issues caused by the invisibility of slow violence.
During the creative process of this strand, I insert myself in unfamiliar places, and sense every little
feelings of mine, no matter it’s trivial or banal. Through this process, I gradually develop a special
sense of belonging with the places I’ve been.



Numbness
Nothingness

Urban Isolation
Plants Obsession

11 Walking on Nothing: 95064 Steps, 61300 Metres
12 How do I Archive the Feeling of Nothingness?

13 My Bed is an Island
14 Trapped in ____

15 Is the Forest Touching You?
Essay// Weather as Medium: The Potentiality of 

Humidity in Haptic Art Experience

16 Sleeping 
w/ My Anxieties

17 How will the Weather 
be Tomorrow?

18 #30works30Days
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Doubt is Our Product 

Please scan the QR code to 
learn more about the deniers.

November 2018 @ ECCI

Doubt is Our Product comprises of hundreds of
quotations from climate change deniers, sourced from
1989 to 2018. These deniers are either scientists, who
are supported by big fossil fuel companies, or
politicians, whose only care is profit. They manipulate
the public by creating doubt into the climate debate to
delay governmental action and distract public’s
attention to the risk of global climate change.
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#Climate Change Deniers #Problems of Media
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Doubt is Our Product 
March 2019 @ BOOKMARK

The artist book is an extension work of Doubt is Our
Product, which reveals the deeper, dark side of the
climate change deniers.
Side 1
quotations from the deniers
printed on tracing paper

Side 2
labels of the deniers (name, job, institute, policy)
white letterpress on black paper
Side 3
the facts behind the deniers
black letterpress on black paper
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#Climate Change Deniers #Truth Behind
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The Violence of Slow Tides
July 2019 @ An Talla Solais

By layering the quotations from climate change deniers,
the work arouses public’s attention to the issues
caused by the invisibility of slow violence. The work
reveals the absurdity of climate change deniers and the
world we live with through simple but honest language.
The work is selected to be part of a micro-
exhibition: Coast , which is exhibited in a dedicated
room within An Talla Solais.
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#Climate Change Deniers #Coastal Change
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Invisible Violence 
in a Week with Denial

March 2020, Artist Book

The artist book is a daily journal for a week,
which also visualises how fast an iceberg can retrieve
in a week.
The data is sourced from the real Iceberg D23 in
Antarctica, collected by NASA EOSDIS. 03

#Climate Change Deniers #Iceburg Retrieving
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https://worldview.earthdata.nasa.gov/%3Fv=1809127.9475851571,411189.0733683822,2546407.947585157,784437.0733683822&p=antarctic&t=2019-03-09-T00%253A00%253A00Z&as=2019-03-03-T00%253A00%253A00Z&ae=2019-03-09-T00%253A00%253A00Z&e=EONET_4143&l=MODIS_Terra_Sea_Ice(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_Sea_Ice(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_Brightness_Temp_Band31_Night(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_Brightness_Temp_Band31_Day(hidden),MODIS_Terra_Brightness_Temp_Band31_Night(hidden),MODIS_Terra_Brightness_Temp_Band31_Day(hidden),VIIRS_SNPP_DayNightBand_ENCC(hidden),Reference_Labels,Reference_Features,Coastlines,VIIRS_SNPP_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Aqua_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor(hidden),MODIS_Terra_CorrectedReflectance_TrueColor&av=1.5&ab=on


How Far is the Distance 
Between Me and the Rainforest

October 2019, Artist Book

The work shows how my daily life is largely associated
with the rainforest, also the convenience of urban life is
benefited from the deforestation of it. We are
surrounded by the information about the catastrophe
happening in the forest, but the public rarely take it
seriously and think that it’s not relevant to our life
choices.
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#Amazon Fire #Convenience of Modern Life
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What Year was It?
February 2020 @ Evolution House

What Year was It? comprises of 110 incidents
in democratisation movements from different places
in East Asia, sourced from 1949 to the present. The
work displays each democratisation movement as a
guessing game to the audience, which is arranged
spontaneously.
These movements demanded for reforms of the
government, including human rights, rule of law, free
elections, freedom of speech, and freedom of press.
The demonstrations were largely peaceful; however,
some of them ended up into brutal clashes starting by
the government.
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#Democratisation Movement #East Asia
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Why were the Students 
(We) not in Class?

2020, @Trading Zone

As an extension of What Year Was It?, the work
centres on student protests at different times around
the world, sourced from 1964 to the present. Student
protests not only happened in the past, but also keep
happening everyday globally.
Half of the audience have the same identity with the
main characters in the work, and the exhibition will be
situated in an important area of ECA. The work evokes
their concerns and even provokes them to challenge
the authorities if they are not satisfied with certain
issues.

Link of the work: https://youtu.be/s7y70VaG0tc
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#Student Protest #Social Movement #Participation
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https://youtu.be/s7y70VaG0tc


PASSIVE VOICES
March 2020 @Tent Gallery

The work interprets plots, which are associated with
silence, censorship, concealment, persecution, brutality
from the authorities, in every corner around the world.
The stories behind is not particularly exclusive to
somewhere. The minimalist simplicity provides
openness to the work, which elicits public discourse
from diverse background. There is universality in each
passive action depicted in the work. It’s not only
occurring in one place, but globally.
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#Oppression from the Authorities #Universality
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Documentation of sewing one word: https://youtu.be/nUrNAmM3GVw
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https://youtu.be/nUrNAmM3GVw


MESSIVE VOICES
May 2020 @messivevoices

The messages from PASSIVE VOICES are not one-
way from the artist to the audience, but also invite
others’ participation. As part of the project, MESSIVE
VOICES collects audience’s voices. It asks them to
think about how they feel about the world they live in,
and share their connections with the contents from their
cultural and geographical backgrounds. The
collaboration with the audience creates a landscape of
public voices.

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/messivevoices
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#Public Voice #Participation
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https://www.instagram.com/messivevoices
https://www.instagram.com/messivevoices
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Unnoticed VOICES
March 2020

The work was meant to be on streets and collect public
voices from the passerby. I was curious about who is
responsible for the cancellment, the lockdown, the
whole situation in the public’s mind. I target the event,
the place around Edinburgh College of Art as
experiment fields to collect the local’s voices. In order
to arouse their attention to join, the chosen cases are
meant to be specific, which are highly associated with
their daily lives.
Ironically, Unnoticed VOICES was designed because of
the lockdown, then the work has become unfulfilled
because of the lockdown.
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#Public Voice #Life Issues
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Unfulfilled VOICES
May 2020

The series of work is created out of the failure of
Unnoticed VOICES. It depicts the unfulfilled stories
based on my anticipation. Unnoticed VOICES was
supposed to collect public opinions. Since the previous
work cannot reach the universality, Unfulfilled VOICES
is presented from the opposite, the individuality. The
voice is from me; the contents are from my opinions.
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#Unfulfillment #Failure #Individuality
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Link of the series: https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8ZjxkE_ZnXhB9i0ah7NfEI-E-We7aKsW

Part1-ASKED Part2-DELIVERED Part3-DEPRIVED

https://www.youtube.com/playlist%3Flist=PL8ZjxkE_ZnXhB9i0ah7NfEI-E-We7aKsW


95064 Steps, 61300 Metres
November 2018

First respond to the eight-day trip in Lewis & Harris.
It’s about my feelings on the island, which I felt
NOTHING. It’s not hate or love, just nothing.
The work is divided into two parts, one is my
notes/diaries from the island. When I was on the island,
I could not sense anything. I felt nothing about the
islands. One day, I started to walk, finally my emotion
was back. It's not happy or sad, just something.
The second part comprises of 8 pieces of fabric, which
represent my 8-day trip on the island respectively.
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#Numbness #Nothingness

diary/notes
from

the island

8 pieces of fabric 
with stitches 

representing my 
8-day trip on the 

island
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March 2019 @An Lanntair

First respond to the eight-day trip in Lewis & Harris.
In awe of the landscape, a process of self-questioning
meant I felt nothing. I forced myself to feel, to sense, to
connect with the landscape, and I failed. But its banal
thoughts, trivial things and repetitive steps are not
nothing, they are archived here.
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#Banality #Triviality #Repetitiveness #Nothingness
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Everyday is a practice
Feeling nothing, keep walking

There are always voids in landscape.
There is always space for me to feel

I felt nothing.
What did I feel when I felt nothing? 

Actually it’s not nothing.
the banal thoughts that came into my head

the trivial things that happened to me
the repetitive steps that I walked

that’s what I felt

It is beautiful but it is not somewhere that I belong to

How do I archive the landscape making me feel nothing?
How do I archive the feeling of nothingness?

Back to contents
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May 2019 @Patriothall Gallery

The work is a response to the Black Wood of Rannoch
and surrounding landscape in Highland Pershire.

In city, human trap plants to be with them.
In the woods, I was trapped among the plants. I was
isolated and even alienated, but the plants were with
me. I want to make them my companions. I want to
touch them, the softness of them.
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#Urban Isolation #Plant Obsession #Sense of Belonging
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In city, human trap plants to be with them.

In the woods, I was trapped among the plants. 
I was isolated and even alienated, but the plants were with me. 

I want to make them my companions. 
I want to touch them, the softness of them.

Back to contents



July 2019 @Blue Project Proposal

The inspiration behind the project, which is based on
personal experience in nature, depicts the trapped-
trapping relationship between human and plants in
modern world.
The proposal is to curate the space into a modern
person’s everyday living space, which is consisted of
series of works representing humans’ obsession with
plants and the concept of nature. The space will be
divided by daily functions, such as worshipping space,
dining room, closets, and bedroom. All the works
showing in the space are part of everyday lives, which
soothe modern people’s nerves and anxiety.
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#Urban Isolation #Plant Obsession #Living Space

Worshipping Space

Dining Room

Bedroom Closet
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November 2019 @Tent Gallery

When it is quiet, settled and invisible, how do we feel
with the forest?

Our culture and geographical origins have socialised
and educated us to develop individual way of perceiving
our surroundings. If we change the normal method of
perception, will the forest stay the same to us?
The work focuses on the haptic experience of the forest,
Blackwood of Rannoch. The experience is delivered
through the interior weather created by high humidity of
the space.
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#Body Perception #Humidity #Haptic Experience
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“Perception is social, or shared experience, as well as
an individual one.“

(Rodaway, 1994)

The space is in pitch-black, which The visitors are
invited to come in the enclosed space. ontains the
humidifier, drips dropping sound and smell from the
forest.

The experience is delivered through the interior
weather created by high humidity of the space. Visitors
sense the place not with their eyes, but with their skin,
ears and noses. They settle with the place, then feel
the forest touching them.

Related Essay by me// Weather as Medium: The Potentiality of Humidity in Haptic Art Experience
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eIYxziXMUxQEu8yeN5yvZW-0EwcmI-Zi/view?usp=sharingBack to contents

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eIYxziXMUxQEu8yeN5yvZW-0EwcmI-Zi/view%3Fusp=sharing


Summer 2020 @the_comfortzine

My bed is my own island. My bed is my comfort zone. I
feel pretty me when I'm alone in my bed. There are no
others. Just me. However, my anxieties are always with
me, even when I'm in bed. I gradually learn how to live
with them, sleep with them. While making the work, I'm
knitting out my anxieties. They're full of my bed, but I
still have to sleep with them.”

The work is selected to be part of the Comfort zine,
which will be released this summer. The zine is
comprised of works that explores how we each might
define comfort zones through a variety of objects,
places, languages and relationships.
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#Self-Isolation #Anxieties
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https://www.instagram.com/the_comfortzine


May 2020 @MyRoom

Since the lockdown, I’ve spent most of time alone in my
room, and window is the only connection to the physical
outside world. It has become my habit to observe
window view from different angles everyday.

The project started from a window curtain made by the
bureaucratic words from school. I have forced myself
facing it everyday, and keeping an observation journal
about my relationship with the words, outside world and
myself. After the observation day by day, I made
another window curtain comprised by my text, thoughts
and questions from these days.

Observation journal: Week1 / Week2 / Week3
(Detailed pics in next slide)
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#Outside World #Window #Connection

Back to contents
First Curtain Second Curtain

https://chenpinerh.com/week1
https://chenpinerh.com/week2
https://chenpinerh.com/week3
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Through the work, the window view does not remain the
same anymore. My text interacts with the sky, the plants,
the building, the urban animals, also the changing
weather. The interplay between urban nature,
architecture and the ‘signage” I embed can be captured
in multiple angles and from different distance.

Documentation of Making

Time-lapse: https://youtu.be/wnkSQl_i7Hs
Full Length:  https://youtu.be/WUxapbeg2uY

Back to contents

The sky between the gap

I want to make work that I adore (it’s the bottom line)

https://youtu.be/wnkSQl_i7Hs
https://youtu.be/WUxapbeg2uY
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Just a day and a day and another

I want to stay in bed alllll day
How will the weather be tomorrow?

Isolating in dark
Isolated in dark

Where are you?
My Dear Dear unreachable moon

plz live in the moment
It may won’t be a peaceful day

The outside is always the same

Back to contents
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The window in my room

The view I watch everyday

The curtain with my text

and

The outside I can hardly reach

Back to contents



April 2020 @12ocollective

In the beginning of self-isolation. I join 30works30days
to make myself productive and hope to survive mentally
in the current circumstance.

30works30days, is a month long project for artists
where they are required to submit a new piece of work
daily, every day for the month of April. If you fail to
submit something on one of the days, you are out of the
project.
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#Self-Isolation #Anxieties #Routine

Back to contents
Whole series: https://chenpinerh.com/30Works30Days

https://www.instagram.com/12ocollective
https://chenpinerh.com/30Works30Days


In contrast to the event-based disasters that gain most of the attention from the public, my practice responds to the
violence of delayed destruction and focuses on issues related to environmental crisis and social movements in everyday
lives through conceptual architecture, installation, textile, text work and mix media art. Slow violence occurs gradually
and out of sight, which increases over time by inaction and delay. It is the delay I am focusing on, rather than the
physical consequences.

As the project develops, my attention has moved on to diverse aspects, and the concept behind each work is conveyed
to public mainly through language, which still plays an important role in this new era. Every word, discourse and
conversation in our daily are part of the slow violence, surrounding modern people everyday, everywhere quietly, but
sometimes toxically.

I (b.1993) grow up in Taipei, the crowded, clamorous capital of Taiwan.

With background in architecture, I am currently studying my MFA degree in Art, Space+Nature in Edinburgh College of
Art, University of Edinburgh.
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